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Abstract 

Addicts are slaves to their addictions? No such issue as associate 

addictive temperament in my new theory of addictions and 

addictive behaviors. 

Addictions ar the state, the baseline. we tend to set out by 

obtaining confirmed (to mother, her milk) and still develop 

addictions throughout life (habits, love, automatic thoughts, 

obsessions, compulsions). Addictions ar powerful organizing and 

instructive principles that endow life with that means, purpose, 

and direction. Addictions give boundaries, rituals, timetables, and 

order. Addictions ar ways that to manage emotions and modulate 

social relationships and communication. Addictions ar the frame 

and system of life itself: our brain in programmed to perpetually 

get confirmed. A high is that the desired permanent outcome. 

addictive states should serve some biological process purpose and 

ar thus useful diversifications, not maladaptation’s. In the method 

of thereforecialization we tend to internalise inhibitions and 

introjects ("superego") against bound addictions so on render 

America practical and helpful in human communities and 

environments. alternative addictions - mediate via establishments 

like church and family - ar inspired for identical reasons. Non-

conforming and intractable addicts ar conditioned to self-destroy 

and to defeat and hate themselves. Addictions ar individual, their 

proscription and inhibition social. No surprise that they're 

associated in clinical and psychological science with delinquent or 

maybe insane and personality disorder traits, behaviors, and 

personalities. Addictions, post-traumatic behaviors, and 

pathological self-centeredness ar powerfully correlated: self-

centeredness could be a reaction to childhood trauma and abuse 

and PTSD (Post-traumatic Stress Disorder) ends up in long drug 

abuse. Indeed, CPTSD (Complex PTSD) is indistinguishable from 

Cluster B temperament disorders with a dominant dimension of 

self-centeredness (such as Borderline). self-centeredness is 

associate addiction (to self-loving supply) All 3 mental state 

problems check divisible Identity Disorder (formerly: dissociative 

disorder Disorder). all told 3 cases a personoid (personality-like) 

mental construct or structure takes over the Self: the addictive 

temperament, Post-traumatic temperament, and therefore the 

False Self (in self-loving disorders), severally. once the trauma 

threshold is crossed - once the person is exposed to variety of 

triggers at the same time - all 3 are expressed and kill one 

another. The usurping personoid construct is dissimilar in some 

necessary respects to the person's "normal" personality: it's 

destitute of inhibitions, lacks sympathy, sports very little to no 

impulse management, is unable to delay gratification, engages in 

divided thinking (splitting or idealization-devaluation), has poor 

judgment of future consequences (reckless), and is infantile and 

aggressive. Traumas will be addictive and represent the core of a 

temperature. Trauma victims usually have interaction in variations 

on identical set of unsuccessful, dangerous , and reckless 

behaviors as a result of they obtain to re-traumatize themselves 

so as to scale back preceding anxiety. Traumas fulfil necessary 

psychological functions and will become addictive because the 

victim gets habituated to intermittent reinforcement, 

conditioning, and abusive misconduct ("trauma bonding" and 

"Stockholm syndrome"). one amongst the foremost essential 

functions of traumas is to assist be of the globe by perpetuating a 

victim role. Traumas ar powerful organizing and divinity 

(interpretative, exegetic) principles. Regrettably, treatment 

modalities (psychotherapies) for PTSD (Post-traumatic Stress 

Disorder) and CPTSD (Complex PTSD) target psychotherapy and 

bar (prevention). They seldom if ever trot out the aetiology of the 

trauma or with its compulsive and reconciling aspects and 

dimensions: the trauma's survival price. Trauma victims ar 

educated the way to avoid triggers and to refrain from bound 

varieties of choices, choices, and attendant conduct. however 

they're seldom forced to confront and expel the demons of 

trauma, the ghost within the machinery of pain, befuddlement, 

disorientation, and a labile sense of self-worth that produce to the 

alarming tragedies that keep development and revenant in these 

patients' lives. According to my new theory of addiction, addictive 

behaviors ar the conventional state, underpinned by immense 

dedicated structures within the brain. Addictions ar positive, 
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advantageous, and self-efficacious biological process 

diversifications whose role is to resolve many varieties of 

dissonances. Like each alternative healthy knowledge, things will 

go awry, though. once carried to extreme, addictive routines 

become dangerous and unsuccessful. They coalesce and move 

with alternative maladjustive traits and behaviors, like style, 

defiance, rage, depression, delusions, and anxiety. The method we 

tend to treat addiction is all wrong. No surprise that the rates of 

relapse and backsliding ar sky high which recovery is so rendered a 

long endeavor. One addiction usually replaces another. The 

correct thanks to treat addiction is to encourage the addict to 

adopt a healthy, disciplined, goal-focused, self-nurturing variant of 

his or her addiction. there's no purpose in attempting to eradicate 

the addiction: it fulfills too several necessary psychodynamic roles 

too well. Instead, the addict ought to find out how to manage, 

manage, and regulate his behavioural patterns and his 

dependency. An alcoholic, as an example. ought to be educated 

and trained the way to drink responsibly - not the way to abstain 

and go sober altogether. A selfish person ought to be coached to 

extract self-loving offer from his sources while not harming and 

traumatizing them. Shopaholics and gamblers ought to institute 

reinforcements and reward themselves for perspicacious cash 

management. Workaholics ought to merge life and work 

seamlessly. There is no shred of proof that any addiction could be 

a chronic malady. natural action would have long eliminated 

addictions if they didn't play a positive role within the survival of 

the species.  

Time to start to simply accept addictions as powerful therapeutic 

tools - not as hellish entities to be vitiated. The addict seeks to 

change his perception of reality. Addictions ar each intersubjective 

theories of mind and of the globe. several addictions return 

replete with or within the context of ideologies. Addictions spawn 

subcultures and supply social milieus.  
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